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Abstract: Test compression is one of the fastest adopted DFT methodologies. It was commercially introduced eight years ago, and now it has become the mainstream DFT technology. Disruptive technology of this magnitude has impact that goes far beyond cost of manufacturing test. Test compression has changed competitive landscape, opened up completely new opportunities in product quality and yield management, and has redefined DFT technology roadmaps. It stimulates research and development activities in new areas that until now were considered not promising or not practical, enables quality of testing that was unachievable until now, accelerates adoption of new fault models that take into account physical data bases and timing information, and changes how fault diagnostics and yield learning are done in manufacturing environment.

There is a passionate debate in the professional community on the future of test compression. How scalable is it? How long will it keep up with the growing sizes of designs? What is the maximum achievable compression? How can we accommodate power constraints? What is its impact on our ability to perform diagnosis in volume production? Was it a one time deal or is it scalable solution that will be around for many generations of semiconductor technologies? Some voices focus on opportunities, others point to limitations. Some arguments are grounded in engineering others resort to financial analysis. Many of the predictions are conflicting. The presentation will discuss many of these issues, new opportunities, new and not so new challenges, as well as future technology roadmaps.